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Abstract 
Active learning in engineering needs more than paper and computer. Hands-on-training is the key to 
experience and understanding. By realizing ideas with a real environment mistakes as well as 
successes will happen. Both experiences will strengthen the learning effect by strong emotions. 

In this paper the MEXLE-system (Multimodal and EXperiments based LEarning) is presented. MEXLE 
is a Lab-in-a-Box tool usable at the school or university lab lectures and also as an equipment for 
students’ experiments at home. The MEXLE system is based on (1) a flexible, modular hardware 
platform, (2) software libraries, (3) a PC, tablet or smartphone for control and visualization and (4) a 
WIKI based learning environment. MEXLE is developed mainly for practical and project based learning 
in electrical engineering and electronics subjects. 

This paper introduces to the concepts of MEXLE and reports first experiences in active learning 
courses. The pedagogical background for the project is described in a second paper titled: “The worm 
has to taste to the fish, not to the angler - The student-centered “SUSAN”-concept for learning”. 

Keywords: Student-centered learning, context and problem-based learning, project learning, new 
learning/teaching models, active learning, Lab-in-a-Box-System, open source learning environment. 

1 INTRODUCTION - WHY MEXLE IS NEEDED 
Effective learning needs a holistic and activating access to the learner. To create understanding and 
sustainable knowledge the best way to go is through experience, practice and intrinsic motivation. This 
learning strategy is called the “3H-Approach” (Head, Heart and Hands). It goes back to the Swiss 
reform pedagogue J. H. Pestalozzi [1], [2], [3], [4] more than 200 years ago. In several modern 
learning environments this approach builds the base idea [5], [6]. Also the strategy behind MEXLE is 
based on the “3H-Approach” [7]. The complete learning philosophy of MEXLE can be described by the 
“SUSAN”-concept which creates a SUStainable and ANimating access to the subject [8]. 

The traditional form of engineering education follows the lecture-lab-strategy. The theoretical input is 
presented by the educator. Students have to work with the paper material and try to solve example 
tasks by calculations. Several lectures are later followed by lab exercises where the work on ready 
prepared tasks (building, measuring and reporting) is the basic strategy. We can consider this setting 
as a teaching environment where direction and speed are controlled by the teaching staff. 

The MEXLE-system tries to support the “shift from teaching to learning” which is part of Bologna 
process. Therefore it has to use new learning strategies and to follow a consequently student-centered 
access. In its existing realization the MEXLE-system supports different learning stages in the subjects 
of electrical engineering, electronics, programming, signal processing and others. 

The following base lines have been considered while developing the MEXLE-system: 

- Giving a complete lab equipment to every student for practical, self-directed learning 
- Building a flexible base for projects owned by students (e.g. hardware, software development) 
- Offering an open source solution which can be used and completed for education purposes 
- Realizing a mechanical and electrical stable solution for reasonable costs (fitting low budgets) 

In this paper an introduction to the concepts for the hardware platform and first results are presented. 
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2 DEVELOPMENT GOALS – FIXING THE FRAMEWORK 

2.1 The big picture 
At first we analyzed the current curriculum for the studies of Mechatronics and Robotics at our 
university. Which subjects in the curriculum could take advantage of the “Lab-in-a-Box” learning 
environment? In the end the list (Table 1) showed quite longer than expected: 

Table 1: List of subjects able to use MEXLE system. 
- Basics of Electrical Engineering 
- Basics of Programming 
- Introduction to Digital Systems 
- Electronic Circuit Design 
- Microcontroller Engineering 
- Control Engineering 

- Drive Engineering 
- Sensor and Actor Engineering 
- Network Engineering 
- Mobile Robot Systems Engineering 
- Digital Signal Processing 
- Power Electronics 

2.2 Main development guidelines for the project 
To enable the use of the MEXLE system during the studies by different subjects it must be developed 
consequently on a modular basis. By this approach you can start with simple circuits (only resistors) in 
electrical engineering, go up through the analog and digital basics, reach multiprocessor based 
systems and even signal processing applications. With special modules not only low power 
applications are possible but also motor control, audio power stages and power convertors for energy 
applications can be realized. Here come the main guidelines behind the system development: 

• Base boards: 
They have the dual function of a mechanical carrier plus offering basic electrical connections for 
power supply and system control. Typical base boards should contain only connectors and 
wiring and no electronic components. Base boards can be realized in several sizes and offer the 
possibility to be mounted inside of mechanical cases. Baseboards for power applications will 
use module connector pins for higher voltage power supply (12…48 V).    

• Module types: 
They cover a wide range of components and circuits with different sizes and connectors. 
o 2 pin modules (0,25” x 1”) for RLC components, diodes, switches, LEDs … 
o 4 pin modules (1” x 1”) for discrete components: transistors, potentiometers, transformers … 
o 4 pin modules (1” x 1” with power connector) for OPs, analog circuits, microcontrollers … 
o other sizes (2” x 1”, 4” x 4” …) for displays, complex circuits, power modules 

• Power supply and control bus: 
The standard connector (6 pin, 100 mil) carries the 3 power supply pins (V+, GND, V-). The 
voltage (typ. +5 V, +3,3 V, ±5 V, ±3,3 V) is defined by the user selected power supply module. 
An inter-module communication by I²C-bus (SCL, SDA) and Reset use the other 3 pins. For 
pure analog modules the I²C and Reset lines can be omitted saving pins on the module.   

• Component types and selection: 
Modules should be equipped either with SMD or classical wired components. Beginners will 
only have to mount and solder wired components. In advanced courses SMD components are 
selected to enable more complex circuits and use current ICs. Mostly consumer types will do. 

• Module interconnections: 
Signal interconnection between modules can be realized (1) by the base board (corner pins, 
I²C-Bus), (2) by flexible wires or (3) by specific connectors mounted to edges of the modules. 
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• Cases: 
Typical base boards fit to standard plastic boxes. This gives a safe environment during 
transportation and usage. For students kits a plastic box with a size of 235 x 185 x 48 mm is the 
standard. The box contains base board, components, cables and measurement interface. 

• Product form: 
Everything needed for experiments at home should be part of the MEXLE Lab-in-a-Box kit. 
Students have to solder and mount all the components and test the system on their own to get 
good practical experience. This is part of the all over learning strategy. 

3 THE MEXLE HARDWARE - TAKING A CLOSER LOOK 
This chapter provides a closer look to the hardware components for the MEXLE system. It will give 
deeper understanding of concept and realization of several modules. 

3.1 Standard case and breadboard 
The standard equipment of the Lab-in-a-Box kit consists of a small and handy plastic box (Fig. 1) and 
a baseboard for 8 x 4 = 32 modules of size 1” x 1” (Fig 2). 

The breadboard is realized in the way of a sandwich. The base is a PCB (printed circuit board). It 
builds the mechanical carrier and offers the electrical connections as one component. On top of the 
PCB the connector pins and the 6 pin module connectors are mounted. The top plane is realized by a 
transparent acryl plate. Together with the connectors and screws the plate forms a plane front. 

3.2 Modules for discrete components 
Most simple circuits in electronics are built by discrete components. For them two types of modules 
are available: The small 0,25” x 1” module with 2 pins and the 1” x 1” module with 4 pins. In Fig. 3 
some examples of this modules are presented. 

 
Fig. 3: Discrete modules with 2 and 4 pins. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Small and handy plastic box [9]. 

 
Fig. 2: Standard breadboard for 32 modules. 
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As you can see from the examples the modules use their top side also for presenting the component 
type and the name of signals. Interconnection of the discrete modules is realized through the pins on 
the edge. On the baseboard groups of 2 or 4 pins are connected. With this approach circuits are easily 
built and stay transparent to the user. Only a few lines will need cables with 1mm plugs. 

3.3 Modules with wired components and analog function 
For more complex circuits it is also possible to build complete functional modules on one PCB. This is 
limited to a certain small number of components as long as you use wired components. But it is 
enough for the full number of circuits typically used in basic courses in analog circuit design (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4: Some analog circuits build in the framework of student’s projects. 

3.4 Modules with SMD components and more complex functions 
To safe space and to implement more functionality to the modules the step to use SMD technology is 
needed. This is especially true for microcontroller based modules and modules with current ICs. Most 
of new developed ICs are no longer available in the classical packages like DIL or PLCC. The 
direction of development is clearly going towards pin-less packages like DFN and BGAs. Fig. 5 shows 
some examples of modules based on SMD technology. 

 
Fig. 5: SMD-based modules: Audio Input Amplifier, 2x Audio Power Amplifier, Microcontroller board. 

The size of discrete SMD components in the examples above is 0603. This packaging still offers the 
possibility for manual soldering to the PCB. It only needs soldering equipment with enough small pin 
size.  

The microcontroller board shows two hook-up connectors on left and right side. By them you can 
mount peripherals direct on top of the module. All peripheral pins of the microcontroller plus supply are 
available for these extensions. The presented module uses an ATmega328 and is functionally 
compatible to an Arduino Uno board. With an additional interface board you can even use Arduino 
shields with this controller board. The red top connector connects to the Atmel interface SPI / 
DebugWire. Microcontroller boards with ATmega32U4, ATSAMD11, ATSAMD21 and others are also 
already developed. Created by student’s projects also a lot of peripheral functions are available. 
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3.5 Measurement modules 
One special advantage of the MEXLE is the integration of measurement modules to the system. 
Microcontroller boards with USB connection realize basic and advanced measurement functions. Data 
visualization and storage is done by a PC or Smartphone based application software. 

One measurement module will be able to offer different functions at the same time: Measurement of 
several voltages and currents, oscilloscope function, basic function generator, small logic analyser and 
protocol analyser. 

Measurement modules are still in development and will be available later in 2019. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The MEXLE system is still very young and in continuous development. In this paper, we have tried to 
give some short overview to the basic ideas and some first realizations as concrete baseboards and 
modules. Using the concept now for two years has already given a lot of response and proposals. For 
the coming year 2020 we plan to put the full amount of information online under an open source 
licence. Besides of every files you will need to build our breadboards and modules (schematics, 
layout, BOM...) there will be also software libraries, tutorials and learning papers.  

The motivation of the students to contribute to the development of MEXLE modules shows to be much 
higher than in the framework of their projects in the past. Deeper analysis of learning results and 
comparison to classical teaching methods is part of the plans for the future. Besides of the pure 
MEXLE modules we are also working on complete systems like mobile robots, sensor networks, digital 
audio systems, loudspeaker measurement tools and CNC machines. They will take intensive use of 
the several modules of the system. 
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